DEPARTMENT OF MBA ORGANISED A 2-DAY NATIONAL LEVEL MANAGEMENT MEET MAGNALITE-2K20 ON 26TH, 27TH FEBRUARY 2020. NEARLY 400 STUDENTS FROM VARIOUS MBA COLLEGES PARTICIPATED IN THIS EVENT.
Rev. Fr. A. Rex Angelo SJ (Vice Principal - PG), Mrs. Poonam (Co-Vice Principal - PG), Dr. A. Madhuri (HOD, Dept of MBA), MBA staff are launching MAGNALITE-2K20 BROCHURE.
ANDHRA LOYOLA COLLEGE
(AUTONOMOUS)
Accredited at A' grade with a CGPA of 3.66/4.00 in III cycle by NAAC

DEPARTMENT OF MBA
TWO-DAY NATION LEVEL MANAGEMENT MEET

EVENTS:
- MAGNALITE 2K20
- Ignite yourself
- MARKET MAKERS
- MARKETING
- HR
- YOUNG BUSINESS TYCOON
- FINANCE
- B-QUIZ
- CRICKET AUCTION
- ATTRACTION CASH PRIZES
- MPL
- NO REGISTRATION FEE

VENUE:
OLD SEMINAR HALL
ANDHRA LOYOLA COLLEGE
VIJAYAWADA-520008

www.alomba.blogspot.in

STUDENT CO-ORDINATORS
Hima bindu - 9500445497
Meena nagesh - 9302317586
srikanth - 9050613121
pavan kumar - 9948047120